Daymark Azure Cloud Security
The Cloud Security Advantage
The need for a reliable and secure cloud environment has never been
more critical for today's always on enterprises. IT leaders from all industries recognize the vulnerability
and threats that exist in today’s modern IT infrastructures. Daymark’s Azure Cloud Security provides
the security your enterprise needs to safely deliver workloads to your end users.
Daymark Azure Cloud Security provides infrastructure professionals peace-of-mind that their applications are
highly available, monitored, and protected.
Key reasons to work with Daymark:
• Over 15 years of successful complex deployments
• End-to-end compliance certifications including SSAE-16, HIPAA, ITAR, Sarbanes Oxley, ATF and PCI
• Geographically dispersed data centers that provide seven-factor authentication and full N+1
redundancy
• Scalable backup hosted solutions that can restore individual files to complete enterprise IT restoration
By leveraging Daymark’s expertise in hosted infrastructure, organizations consistently reduce their
maintenance and management costs year-over-year while improving network capabilities, cost efficiencies,
and enterprise level data protection.

Cloud Service FAQ
Have you considered moving workloads to Microsoft Azure? Do you already have workloads in Azure and are
unsure if they are secure? Are you concerned about the security of the public cloud? Do you have any industry
specific regulations requiring significant security checks before moving data to the public cloud? Daymark can
help with these situations by utilizing resources that are available in the Microsoft Azure Marketplace.

Daymark Cloud Services Offering
New to Microsoft Azure?
Daymark has deep technical expertise in moving an organization’s first workloads to the cloud. We can leverage
the Azure Marketplace to implement security measures to ensure your applications and data are secure. If you
prefer to leverage your on-premises resources, we can also help you to connect those to the public cloud to
provide as much security as possible. After we determine the most secure way to move your data into Azure, we
can perform a whiteboard session and a proof of concept to show you exactly how our design will work in Azure.
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Hybrid Cloud
If you already have workloads in Microsoft Azure, Daymark can perform a complete security assessment using
data from Security Center, Virtual Network logs, Network Security Groups, and Route Tables. After the
assessment, we will provide recommendations to maximize the security of your hybrid cloud environment.

Cloud Security with Daymark Partners
Daymark also has strong partnerships with a range of independent software vendors who can further augment
Azure cloud security.
Check Point – offers a very sophisticated solution in the Azure Marketplace. We have configured Check Point
for many customers, using it to create sophisticated and detailed logs on the traffic that is trying to infiltrate
your network.
Cisco ASA – has recently made significant enhancements to their virtual ASA. The ASA offers a highperformance IPSec tunnel that works flawlessly in sync with Virtual Network Gateways in Azure and it also
provides sophisticated logs of malicious traffic trying to break into those tunnels.
Palo Alto – offers a virtual appliance that was developed based on their on-premises appliance. We have a
long history in configuring virtual Palo Alto appliances to create the proper trust, distrust, and VPN networks in
cloud environments.
F5 – is a leading cloud player due to its sophisticated load balancing capabilities, its IPSec functionality, and its
ability to firewall at the network level, application level, and DNS.
Barracuda - has been seeing significant action in Azure engagements due to its Web Application Firewall
(WAF) capabilities. Running applications in the cloud requires security at the application level as well as the
network level, making Barracuda a good fit for this use case.

Contact us today:
Daymark Solutions, Inc. 18 Hartwell Ave. Lexington, MA 02421 781-359-3000
www.daymarksi.com
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